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ABSTRACT

This Article examines reverse affinity fraud, which is affinity fraud in the context of public hoaxes. In traditional affinity fraud the fraudster targets a vulnerable group, whereas in cases of public hoaxes the fraudster portrays herself as part of a vulnerable group and targets the well-meaning and sympathetic general public. This Article explores the mindset and characteristics of vulnerable fraudsters in reverse affinity frauds by analyzing the cases of Sherri Papini and Lacey Spears. Both Papini and Spears utilized social media and online giving sites to defraud the public, and their cases highlight the unique challenges prosecutors have in proving wire fraud in certain types of online giving scenarios. This Article concludes that while Papini and Spears can properly be characterized as vulnerable fraudsters, actually charging them with reverse affinity fraud is difficult due to the current lack of guidelines under federal law.
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INTRODUCTION

In November 2016, Sherri Papini was kidnapped while jogging around her neighborhood.\(^1\) In September 2022, Eliza Fletcher was kidnapped during her routine jog.\(^2\) Both women were thirty four years old, blonde, and married mothers of two.\(^3\) Fletcher’s broken cellphone was found near the alleged spot of Fletcher’s abduction,\(^4\) while Papini’s cellphone and earbuds—entangled with blonde hair—were placed two feet from the road of Papini’s alleged abduction site.\(^5\) Both families and communities begged for the safe return of the two mothers and conducted nationwide manhunts.\(^6\) In Papini’s case, their efforts included a GoFundMe page that raised $49,070 for Papini.\(^7\)

One of these women was ambushed, attacked, and forced into a dark sport utility vehicle (SUV) by a man.\(^8\) Three days later, her body was found behind an abandoned duplex with blunt force trauma wounds to her face, jaw, and legs, as well as a single gunshot wound to the back of her head.\(^9\) Her children lost their mother, her husband lost his wife, and her students lost their kindergarten teacher.\(^10\) The other woman was shoved into a dark-colored SUV by two Hispanic women.\(^11\) Twenty-two days later, she waved down a truck on a local highway with a chain around her waist and several bindings.\(^12\) Suffering significant weight loss, facial and nose bruises, various arm and leg rashes, and a horrific brand on her right shoulder, she remarkably made it home alive.\(^13\) One of these women never made it home; the other made the entire thing up.\(^14\)

Based on the similarities in the horrific facts of Fletcher and Papini’s kidnappings, it is hard to believe that Papini feigned her abduction. When one hears that a young mother has been kidnapped, branded, and abused, and narrowly escaped after three weeks of captivity, an average member of the public would feel sympathy for the woman and her family, not

---

4. Finn, supra note 2.
7. Papini Affidavit supra note 3, at ¶ 53.
9. Id.
10. Finn, supra note 2.
11. Papini Affidavit, supra note 3, at ¶ 17(c).
12. Id. at ¶ 15.
13. Id.
suspicion that she faked the ordeal. As in Papini’s case, some generous people may want to show their sympathy through financial support on fundraising sites such as GoFundMe. Instead, their kindness supported Papini in defrauding the public through the GoFundMe proceeds, wasting the resources of the local police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”), and fraudulently obtaining funds from the California Victim Compensation Board (“CalVCB”).

15 Papini’s kidnapping hoax is also similar in motivation to individuals with Factitious Disease Disorder Imposed on Another (“FDIA”) (formerly termed “Munchausen by proxy”), where a parent fakes that their child has serious medical problems for attention and money. One such FDIA case was that of Lacey Spears, a young mother that murdered her five-year-old son Garnett when Spears tried to extend his hospital stay by putting sixty-nine packets of salt into his feeding bags. The cases of Papini and Spears both involve perpetrators who utilized social media to spread false information to garner sympathy for their issues. Both women were more than happy to accept financial donations from sympathizers.

---

15 See Michelle Del Rey, Why Carlee Russell’s False Kidnapping Claims Won’t Harm the Search for Missing Black Women, AL.COM (Oct. 17, 2023, 9:20 AM), https://www.al.com/reckon/2023/10/why-carlee-russells-false-kidnapping-claims-wont-harm-the-search-for-missing-black-women.html (demonstrating that since “[c]ases of people faking their kidnappings are rare[,]” people are not automatically suspicious of kidnapping cases). See generally Why Are We More Likely to Offer Help to a Specific Individual than a Vague Group?: The Identifiable Victim Effect Explained, THE DECISION LAB [hereinafter The Identifiable Victim Effect Explained], https://thedecisionlab.com/ biases/identifiable-victim-effect, for a discussion of the identifiable victim effect, which can explain why an average member of the public would feel sympathy for a kidnap survivor.

16 United States’ Amended Sent’g Memorandum at 5, United States v. Papini, No. 2:22-cr-00070-WBS (E.D. Cal. Sept. 14, 2022) [hereinafter Papini Sent’g Memo].


20 See Devil in Suburbia: Failure to Thrive (ID Discovery broadcast Sept. 13, 2022) (detailing donations made to Spears); Papini Sent’g Memo, supra note 16, at 7 (arguing that “Papini took her hoax even farther when she applied for disability benefits from the Social Security Administration and victims benefits from CalVCB. Papini continued to receive these benefits until she was arrested.”).
Both cases suggest affinity fraud, which targets vulnerable people by playing on their inherent trust of the fraudster. In the cases of Papini and Spears, the fraudsters themselves are members of the traditionally sympathetic and vulnerable groups. A young mother escaping three weeks of torture and captivity and a widowed mother trying to support a seriously ill toddler tend to automatically pull on the public’s heartstrings. These fraudsters prey on the public’s sympathy, use their positions as members of these vulnerable classes, and then exploit the relatively unvetted GoFundMe and other social media sites to deprive kindhearted people of their money.

Using the cases of Papini and Spears, this Article will demonstrate that public hoaxes committed by so-called vulnerable fraudsters are a type of inverted affinity fraud, or as I will call it, “reverse affinity fraud.” Part I will define affinity fraud and reverse affinity fraud and will show monetary donations as the primary source of the financial frauds. Part II will delve into the Papini case, starting with a description of her scheme and the investigation leading up to her arrest. Part III will examine Papini’s plea agreement, proposed versus actual sentences, and potential additional adjustments and charges. Part IV will compare Spears’ social media usage to that of Papini’s and explore the unique challenges prosecutors have in proving wire fraud in certain types of online giving scenarios. This Article concludes with the premise that while Papini and Spears can properly be characterized as vulnerable fraudsters, actually charging them with reverse affinity fraud is difficult due to the current lack of federal guidelines.

I. Affinity Fraud & 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 & 1343

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) defines affinity fraud as a type of fraud where perpetrators “target members of identifiable groups, such as the elderly, or religious or ethnic communities.” Fraudsters either infiltrate the group and become a trusted member of the community or already hold a trustworthy position, such as a group leader or a religious title, that do not raise the victims’ suspicions. The most common frauds target churches, particularly the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and various Christian mega-churches.

For example, Pastor Kirbyjon Caldwell defrauded his congregation out of around $900,000 by using his status as a respected figure in the church to convince his many victims that “they were making a legitimate investment, but instead . . . took their hard-

---

25 Id.; FBI Affinity Fraud, supra note 21.
earned money . . . and used it for his own personal gain.”

26 As their pastor (and former spiritual advisor to two U.S. presidents), Caldwell’s congregation respected him and trusted that their brother-in-Christ had their best interests in mind, and would not abuse that trust for his personal financial benefit.

27 While the SEC definition of affinity fraud captures the most frequent identifiable groups, the FBI’s broader definition encompasses the core feature in any affinity fraud. The FBI defines affinity fraud as “[f]inancial crimes based on bonds of trust.” Financial investments or donations motivated and based on the implicit trust the victim has in the fraudster’s representations and character remains true in all affinity frauds.

28 The SEC definition of affinity fraud captures the most frequent identifiable groups, while the FBI’s broader definition encompasses the core feature in any affinity fraud. The FBI defines affinity fraud as “[f]inancial crimes based on bonds of trust.” Financial investments or donations motivated and based on the implicit trust the victim has in the fraudster’s representations and character remains true in all affinity frauds.

29 Financial investments or donations motivated and based on the implicit trust the victim has in the fraudster’s representations and character remains true in all affinity frauds.

30 While the SEC definition of affinity fraud captures the most frequent identifiable groups, the FBI’s broader definition encompasses the core feature in any affinity fraud. The FBI defines affinity fraud as “[f]inancial crimes based on bonds of trust.” Financial investments or donations motivated and based on the implicit trust the victim has in the fraudster’s representations and character remains true in all affinity frauds.

Papini and Spears’ victims—the sympathetic and empathetic general public—were not members of an identifiable group or even the same groups as Papini and Spears. Instead, Papini and Spears used their positions as vulnerable and highly sympathetic figures to gain attention and public favor, and to defraud well-wishers and supporters of their donations. Papini and Spears manipulated and exploited the general public’s trust, because the events that happened to them were so horrific and tragic that a reasonable person would never imagine that they would be lying and perpetrating a hoax.

In Papini’s case, when a woman appears bound, bruised, and branded after going missing for three weeks, the general public’s initial reaction is typically not to disbelieve the woman’s account of her experience, nor to speculate that she made it all up. Instead, the typical reaction from the general public is to seek to protect, comfort, and support the victim. In fact, the general public and media’s fascination with young, attractive white women who have been kidnapped is so prevalent that social scientists have designated the phenomenon as “missing white woman syndrome.” One commentator suggests that “missing white woman syndrome” is the modern day equivalent of a damsel-in-distress:

“[i]t’s the meta-narrative of something seen as precious and delicate being snatched by news media skews what they are presented. News media gives undue focus on young white women who disappear while ignoring kidnap victims who are women of color.”

Cory L. Armstrong, Media Disparity: A Gender Battleground 21 (2013). This fascination may not be all the public’s fault as news media skews what they are presented. News media gives undue focus on young white women who disappear while ignoring kidnap victims who are women of color. According to Armstrong, “[d]escriptions of missing white women emphasized their attractiveness, family ties, and social economic status, portraying them as important and privileged members of society,” whereas missing women of color are either ignored or victim blamed. Cory L. Armstrong, Media Disparity: A Gender Battleground 21 (2013).
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away, defiled, destroyed by evil forces that lurk in the shadows, just outside the bedroom window.\textsuperscript{36} The public’s natural instincts to protect and care for white female kidnapping victims make that group the perfect target for the fraudster to exploit, as most people will be too relieved and overjoyed that the missing woman has returned safely to scrutinize whether her experience was too fantastical and must be a hoax.\textsuperscript{37} Thus, a reverse affinity fraud is born.

The affinity and reverse affinity fraudster’s primary methods of facilitating the fraud is via donations, which usually invoke the mail and wire fraud statutes located in 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343, respectively.\textsuperscript{38} Online giving, particularly through crowdfunding platforms such as GoFundMe, is a relatively simple and popular tool because of its accessibility and ability to reach a wide audience.\textsuperscript{39} A GoFundMe campaign beneficiary can electronically withdraw funds from the GoFundMe campaign through a bank account set up through WePay, which is owned and operated by JP Morgan Chase.\textsuperscript{40} For example, in April 2022, a man convicted of conspiracy to commit wire fraud under 18 U.S.C. § 371 received a twenty-seven-month federal prison sentence for defrauding $400,000 from public donors via GoFundMe.\textsuperscript{41} His donors thought their money was going to support a friendly unhoused man, but instead the money funded the fraudster’s lifestyle of drug abuse and gambling.\textsuperscript{42}

Because of its wide reach, reverse affinity fraud has the potential to deceive more victims than traditional affinity fraud. In traditional affinity fraud, the fraudster mainly targets a finite, identifiable group, such as a religious or ethnic group.\textsuperscript{43} Whereas in reverse affinity fraud, the fraudster casts as wide a net as possible in order to defraud anyone they can. As such, there is nearly an unlimited number of victims; anyone with a sympathetic heart and internet access is vulnerable to the scheme.\textsuperscript{44}

II. Papini Kidnapping Hoax: The Scheme

When Keith Papini reported his wife Sherri missing on November 2, 2016, the general public sprang into action.\textsuperscript{45} Extensive searches were conducted by the Shasta County Sheriff’s Office (“SCSO”) and the FBI, and as the manhunt expanded, Papini’s

\textsuperscript{37} See for example the case of Sherri Papini, as discussed in Part II of this Article.
\textsuperscript{40} Papini Affidavit, \textit{supra} note 3, at ¶ 54.
\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{45} Papini Affidavit, \textit{supra} note 3, at ¶¶ 8–9.
VULNERABLE FRAUDSTERS

The public flooded the FBI with hundreds of tips. The “Help Find Sherri Papini” GoFundMe page was created on November 4, 2016, and raised almost $50,000.

When Papini was found early on Thanksgiving morning of 2016, in Shasta County, California, the nation rejoiced at her return. She was treated for non-life threatening injuries at the hospital, and unknown male DNA recovered from Papini’s underwear and sweatpants was discovered and entered into the Combined DNA Index System (“CODIS”) in hopes of identifying the perpetrator. In addition to her physical injuries, Papini suffered from severe anxiety and post-traumatic stress disorder (“PTSD”).

Four days after her return, Papini applied to the California Victim Compensation Board (“CalVCB”), which is a state-run program that reimburses California violent-crime victims for crime-related expenses. In her application, Papini detailed her kidnapping, including how two suspects with handguns ordered her into a vehicle and held her captive for twenty-two days before releasing her, how Papini had attempted to escape several times, and that she had fully cooperated with the subsequent investigation. She signed the application under penalty of perjury; the application also included a clause stating “that action may be taken to recover benefits I receive if I provide information that is false, intentionally incomplete, or misleading.” On December 9, 2016, the CalVCB approved Papini’s application, and she received reimbursements for therapist appointments, window blinds, and ambulance services over a period of six years, extending at least through March 2021. In that time, Papini received a total of $30,694.15 in CalVCB reimbursements.

While Papini was busy going to therapy for her falsified anxiety and PTSD and with helping the FBI create wanted posters for her fictional Hispanic kidnappers, the SCSO and FBI were diligently looking for her abductors. In September 2019, the SCSO submitted the unknown male DNA found in Papini’s underwear back in 2016 for a familial DNA search. In March 2020, the results showed a match with a relative of Papini’s “Ex-
Boyfriend,” the pseudonym used by the FBI. An online investigation revealed that Papini and Ex-Boyfriend were joint subscribers to an email account, that they had conducted historical financial transactions together, and that Ex-Boyfriend’s social media showed furniture that looked suspiciously like the ones Papini described at her abductors’ house. Armed with this information, investigators interviewed Ex-Boyfriend on August 10, 2020.

In his interview, Ex-Boyfriend explained that Papini had never been kidnapped and that her voluntary stay at Ex-Boyfriend’s house was to escape the physical and sexual abuse of her husband. In December 2015, approximately eleven months before her abduction, Papini reached out to Ex-Boyfriend and told him of her plan to run away and later asked him to get a prepaid phone to communicate with her. From December 2015 through March 2016, Papini and Ex-Boyfriend communicated with the prepaid phones, and in the summer of 2016, Papini sent Ex-Boyfriend a care package for his recent hospital stay that included details of the location from where Papini would eventually be abducted. Two days before the abduction, Ex-Boyfriend had a friend rent him the Dodge Challenger that he would use to make the seven hour drive to pick up Papini. On November 2, 2016, Papini texted Ex-Boyfriend where to pick her up, willingly got into the sportscar, and laid down in the backseat. This story was a far cry from her claims of being forced into a dark SUV at gunpoint.

Likewise, her twenty-two days of torture were highly misleading. Papini walked into Ex-Boyfriend’s house of her own free will, chose her own room, had free rein of the house, sent Ex-Boyfriend to run errands for her, and voluntarily stayed in the house for the entire twenty-two-day period. Most, if not all, of Papini’s alleged abuse was self-inflicted. Ex-Boyfriend explained that Papini purposely picked the room with “less exposure” and had asked him to hang boards over the window “so she couldn’t see [and] no light [could] come in.” Her extreme weight loss was due to Papini’s “dieting” where she intentionally “minimize[d] what she was eating.” The bruises, cuts, rashes, and burns were caused by her own fists, as Ex-Boyfriend refused to directly help her create injuries. Her “beatings” did not occur until close to the time when Papini planned on returning home, and Ex-Boyfriend was confused why Papini would intentionally injure herself.

from the father or mother, close relatives of a targeted perpetrator can be expected to share more alleles, especially rare alleles, than would unrelated individuals. A familial search relies on mathematical modeling specific to the DNA database being utilized. This modeling determines whether an observed similarity between two DNA profiles is more likely the result of kinship or mere chance.”).

59 Papini Affidavit, supra note 3, at ¶ 32.
60 Id. at ¶ 34.
61 Id. at ¶ 36.
62 Id. at ¶ 36(a).
63 Id. at ¶ 36(a)–36(b).
64 Id. at ¶ 36(c).
65 Id. at ¶ 36(d), 36(o).
66 Id. at ¶ 36(d).
67 Id. at ¶ 36(e)–36(g).
68 Id. at ¶ 36(h).
69 Id. at ¶ 36(i).
70 Id. at ¶ 36(k).
71 Id. at ¶ 36(k).
72 Id.
The horrific brand on Papini’s right shoulder was her own idea.\textsuperscript{73} She sent Ex-Boyfriend out to buy the wood burning tool from Hobby Lobby, picked out the phrase for the brand, and instructed him where the brand would go.\textsuperscript{74}

Papini’s kidnapping ended, not on of one of her abductor’s whims, but on her own word: she told Ex-Boyfriend she wished to leave because “she missed her children” and wanted to go home.\textsuperscript{75} At her chosen drop off location, Ex-Boyfriend watched as Papini bound her wrists and ankles and wrapped a chain around her waist.\textsuperscript{76} Papini never spoke to Ex-Boyfriend again after he dropped her off.\textsuperscript{77}

Even four years later, Ex-Boyfriend was “rattled” by the experience, as he genuinely believed at the time that he was helping a friend escape from an abusive situation.\textsuperscript{78} Since he did not have a television when Papini stayed with him, and both his mother and cousin knew Papini was staying with him, Ex-Boyfriend did not know Papini had been claiming that her stay at his house was a kidnapping until he saw the news discussing her abduction.\textsuperscript{79} This would make Ex-Boyfriend the first victim of Papini’s reverse affinity fraud. By portraying herself as a domestic violence victim to Ex-Boyfriend—a person she had known since they were thirteen\textsuperscript{80} and with whom she was once romantically involved—she exploited his trust and sympathy into financially supporting her scheme by paying for her transportation, meals, and kidnapping accessories (i.e., the chains, ropes, wooden boards, etc.).

Three days after Ex-Boyfriend’s interview, an FBI agent and SCSO detective interviewed Papini and told her, “[a]ll we want is truthful statements because it is a crime to lie to federal officers. Understood?”\textsuperscript{81} Although Papini nodded her head in agreement, she continued to make false statements to support her kidnapping hoax.\textsuperscript{82} Papini reaffirmed that her two abductors were Hispanic women and agreed that the photos of the closet with the pole and table that the investigators showed her looked just like the ones in her abductors’ home.\textsuperscript{83} Her façade cracked slightly when the investigators revealed the photos were pictures from Ex-Boyfriend’s house and that they had spoken to Ex-Boyfriend.\textsuperscript{84} However, at no point during the interview did Papini ever “disavow her repeated statements that two Hispanic women kidnapped her, nor did she ever admit that Ex-Boyfriend had picked her up and that she had resided at Ex-Boyfriend’s home during the period she was reported missing.”\textsuperscript{85}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Id. at ¶ 36(l).
  \item \textsuperscript{74} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{75} Id. at ¶ 36(o).
  \item \textsuperscript{76} Id. at ¶ 36(p).
  \item \textsuperscript{77} Id. at ¶ 36(r).
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{79} Id. at ¶¶ 36(k), 36(q), 36(r).
  \item \textsuperscript{80} Id. at ¶ 36(a).
  \item \textsuperscript{81} Id. at ¶ 49.
  \item \textsuperscript{82} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{83} Id. at ¶ 49(a)–(b).
  \item \textsuperscript{84} Id. at ¶ 49(c).
  \item \textsuperscript{85} Id. at ¶ 49(f).
\end{itemize}
On March 3, 2022, Papini was arrested and charged with thirty-four counts of mail fraud under 18 U.S.C. § 1341 and one count of making false statements under 18 U.S.C. § 1001(a)(2). The U.S. Attorney Phillip Talbert stated that:

When a young mother went missing in broad daylight, a community was filled with fear and concern [and] countless hours were spent following leads, all in an effort to bring this woman back to her family. Ultimately, the investigation revealed that there was no kidnapping and that time and resources that could have been used to investigate actual crime, protect the community, and provide resources to victims were wasted based on the defendant’s conduct.

SCSO Sheriff Johnson remarked that “the twenty-two-day search for Sherri Papini and subsequent five-year search into who reportedly abducted her were not only taxing on public resources but caused the general public to be fearful of their own safety, a fear that they should not have had to endure.” If convicted, Papini would face a maximum of twenty years in prison and a fine of up to $250,000 for mail fraud, and a maximum of five years in prison and a fine up to $250,000 for making false statements.

In April 2022, Papini followed in the footsteps of many white collar criminals and pled guilty to one count of mail fraud and one count of making false statements, and for the first time, she admitted her kidnapping was a hoax that she had orchestrated. She released a statement claiming to be “deeply ashamed” and apologetic to her family, friends, “all the good people who needlessly suffered because of my story[,] and those who worked so hard to try to help me.” However, Papini’s lukewarm apology rang a bit hollow; she had seven years to come clean about her actions, and had the investigators not diligently found Ex-Boyfriend, then Papini most likely would have continued her scheme.

This hoax was not a one-time lapse in judgement, either. Her friends recounted how Papini used to run away, and how, even in her youth, she frequently told lies about

---

87 Shasta County Woman Arrested, supra note 86.
88 Id.
89 Id.
91 Id.
being the victim of abuse. This habit of lying about abuse continued into her adulthood. She told two ex-boyfriends that she had been physically abused, and with each telling, she shifted the identity of the abuser: from her father, to a former boyfriend, and then finally to her husband Keith. She told the public her abductors were Hispanic, the same ethnicity she expressed racist sentiments about in a blog post written under her maiden name Sherri Graeff, where she told a fictitious story claiming Hispanic classmates bullied her for being white.

III. Papini Kidnapping Hoax: Sentencing Adjustments

In September 2022, Senior U.S. District Judge William Shubb sentenced Papini to eighteen months in prison and ordered her to pay $309,902 in restitution for losses incurred by the CalVCB, SCSO, FBI, and Social Security Administration ("SSA"). But should her sentence have been more severe? From a purely numerical standpoint, pleading guilty to only two out of the thirty-five counts brought against her, then getting eighteen months of imprisonment instead of twenty-five years, and paying $300,000 instead of $500,000 in restitution seems like a disappointment.

In actuality, Papini’s sentence was ten months longer than what U.S. Attorney Talbert requested in his sentencing memorandum. Talbert had recommended eight months imprisonment, a low-end sentence under the U.S. Sentencing Commission’s Guidelines Manual (“Guidelines”) in accordance with Papini’s April 2022 plea agreement. In the plea agreement, the parties stipulated (1) a loss amount of $30,694.15 caused by her scheme to defraud the CalVCB; (2) the applicability of Guidelines provisions, including an upward adjustment for obstruction of justice that results in a sentencing range of eight to fourteen months after credit for acceptance of responsibility (assuming a Criminal History Category of I); and (3) restitution totaling $309,686.33, consisting of $30,694.15 to the CalVCB, $127,783.50 to the SSA, $148,866.23 to the SCSO, and $2,558.35 to the FBI.

Two aspects of her sentencing calculations are particularly interesting: her sentencing adjustments and the inclusion of the GoFundMe account as relevant conduct.
First, regarding her sentencing adjustments, the vulnerable victim/fraudster adjustment should have been applied. Under § 3A1.1(b) of the Guidelines, the offense level should increase by two levels if the defendant knew or should have known that the victim was a vulnerable victim. The Application Notes define a vulnerable victim as someone “who is unusually vulnerable due to age, physical or mental condition, or otherwise particularly susceptible to the criminal conduct.”

In cases of reverse affinity fraud, there should be a similar adjustment that applies to vulnerable fraudsters. A reverse affinity fraudster’s modus operandi is to assume the guise of a vulnerable victim and to target sympathetic people. In Papini’s case, she meticulously portrayed herself as an abused kidnapping victim to the general public, who is particularly susceptible to missing white women.

Papini and other reverse affinity fraudsters should not be precluded from the adjustment solely because they take on the role of the vulnerable victim. Thus, with the addition of the vulnerable fraudster adjustment, Papini’s offense level should have been increased by two levels. As it stands, she both benefited and was partially shielded in sentencing by her own fraud.

Judge Shubb may have done the equivalent of adding a two-level increase when he sentenced her to eighteen months in prison. Papini’s government-recommended offense level was most likely an Eleven, which suggests eight to fourteen months in prison, whereas with the vulnerable victim adjustment, Papini’s offense level raises to a Thirteen, which suggests twelve to eighteen months in prison. In Judge Shubb’s sentencing remarks, he called Papini a “manipulator” and expressed that “people don’t like being conned” and that they would likely find an eight month sentence inadequate. He further emphasized the seriousness of her case based on “the sheer number of people” impacted, “including the officers who took time away from other victims to investigate, and the real victims who had their cases ignored or put on the backburner.” Judge Shubb appears to have recognized Papini as a vulnerable fraudster and ensured her sentence was adjusted accordingly.

Second, Papini could have been charged with her misuse of her GoFundMe donations. United States Attorney Talbert himself referenced the relevance of Papini’s conduct in connection with the GoFundMe account in his sentencing memorandum. In advocating for an eight-month sentence, Talbert explained:

103 U.S. Sent’g Guidelines Manual § 3A1.1(b) (U.S. Sent’g Comm’n 2021).
104 Id. at app. n.2.
105 See infra Part I (discussing the methodology of reverse affinity fraudsters).
106 M. Alex Johnson, supra note 35.
107 Sherri Papini Sentenced to 18 Months, supra note 92 (discussing Papini’s sentence increase).
108 U.S. Sent’g Guidelines Manual Sentencing Table (U.S. Sent’g Comm’n 2021).
110 CBS SACRAMENTO, Judge to Sherri Papini during Sentencing: “People Don’t Like being Conned,” YOUTUBE (Sept. 19, 2022) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAK0G-t3s0g [https://perma.cc/8W-PY-2ZYH].
111 Id.
112 Papini Sent’g Memo, supra note 16, at 5.
[T]he Guidelines do not fully capture the financial harm alone from Papini’s conduct, as they do not account for investigative costs incurred by local and federal officers, the $127,783.50 Papini obtained in disability benefits from the Social Security Administration, or the $49,070 that community members donated to a GoFundMe account to help with the search. While appropriately not considered as part of the Guidelines calculation, these costs must still be weighed as part of the determination of the seriousness of Papini’s crimes.113

Prior to her acceptance of a plea agreement, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of California ordered GoFundMe to “disclose certain records and other information” associated with the “Help Find Sherri Papini” campaign, which raised $49,070.114 Created two days after Papini’s disappearance by a friend of Papini’s husband, the campaign’s stated purpose read:

Please help us in raising money to BRING SHERRI HOME SAFE. All funds will go directly to the Papini family and will be used for search efforts to find Sherri and to help bring her home safely. Every dollar counts as time is critical. Thanks!115

A campaign update was later added in response to a donor’s question as to how the funds would be used, which stated: “[t]hank you to everyone who has donated so far today . . . the funds will be used in any means necessary for the family to find and bring Sherri home.”116

However, the nearly $50,000 raised was not used “to find and bring Sherri home.”117 Records revealed that on December 6, 2016—approximately thirteen days after Papini’s return—Keith wrote a $31,818.13 check from the GoFundMe campaign’s bank account at JP Morgan Chase to himself and deposited it into his personal bank account.118 That same day, Keith wrote a second check from the GoFundMe campaign for $1,160.06, and Papini deposited the check into her own personal account.119 Instead of using the donations to finance Papini’s safe return, approximately $11,265 was used to paid off the Papinis’ personal credit cards and the remaining amount was spent on personal expenses.120
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Neither Keith nor Sherri Papini were ever charged with wire fraud relating to their use of the GoFundMe funds.\textsuperscript{121} The lack of charges were likely because the government could not meet the first and third elements of wire fraud under 18 U.S.C. § 1343.\textsuperscript{122} Under the Ninth Circuit Manual of Model Criminal Jury Instructions, the first and third elements that the government must prove are: (1) “the defendant knowingly participated in or devised a scheme or plan to defraud, or a scheme or plan for obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises” and (3) “the defendant acted with the intent to defraud; that is, the intent to deceive and cheat.”\textsuperscript{123} Both elements require an intent to defraud.

As previously mentioned, the GoFundMe campaign was created by Keith’s family friend, and Keith later took control of the campaign page.\textsuperscript{124} At the time, both Keith and the friend were unaware and had no participation in the kidnapping hoax, meaning that the first element was not met.\textsuperscript{125} Similarly, the third element could not have been met, as Keith and the friend could not have intended to defraud anyone, as they had no idea there even was a fraud in the first place. Had Papini created the campaign, then the intent elements would clearly have been met because, as the perpetrator of the hoax, she would have had the intent to defraud, as she knowingly sought to obtain money by falsely representing herself as a kidnapping victim.

Since the two elements of § 1343 are unmet, the Papinis could not be charged with wire fraud for the initial set-up of the campaign.\textsuperscript{126} But could they be charged with misusing the GoFundMe funds by transferring the funds into different personal bank accounts and using the money to pay off personal expenses and credit cards? The last stated purpose of the GoFundMe campaign was to be “used in any means necessary for the family to find and bring Sherri home.”\textsuperscript{127} There was no update added once Papini was found and returned safely, and now the almost $50,000 could no longer be used to allegedly “find and bring Sherri home.”\textsuperscript{128} So how were the Papinis supposed to spend the funds, and did paying off personal expenses and credit cards really violate the donors’ expectations in online giving?

Perhaps the money should have been donated to a national or local charity supporting missing persons or abuse victims, or perhaps Papini should have used it to pay for her therapy sessions instead of encumbering the CalVCB for reimbursements. One could analogize Papini’s choices to a politician using political donations to pay off his personal credit card. However, the better analogy would be this: what should be done with residual funds after the campaign is over, all campaign-related expenses have been paid,
and the politician has lost? Is the politician allowed to keep the excess funds for personal use? Not according to 11 C.F.R. § 113.2(e), as excess funds “may be used for any other lawful purpose, unless such use is personal use.”

While GoFundMe does have fraud prevention policies such as the GoFundMe Giving Guarantee, unlike election campaigns, there are no equivalent policies or regulations detailing how campaign owners must utilize excess funds, or what actions constitute misuse. This tricky, ambiguous issue of misuse is most likely the reason the Papinis were never charged with fraud or any other crimes relating to the usage of the GoFundMe account.

IV. SOCIAL MEDIA’S ROLE IN REVERSE AFFINITY FRAUD: COMPARING SPEARS & PAPINI

Online media (including news, online giving platforms, and social media sites) plays a crucial role in advancing a reverse affinity fraudster’s scheme. It was Lacey Spears’ biggest asset when perpetuating her factitious disease disorder imposed on another (“FDIA”) scheme from 2008 to 2014. In other words, her scheme lasted the lifetime of her son Garnett. Spears was a twenty-one-year-old single widowed mother to her sickly son Garnett. Designated as a “failure to thrive” child, Garnett had a feeding tube inserted into his abdomen indefinitely, and he suffered frequent seizure-like symptoms. To cope with the stress, Spears made extremely detailed posts on Myspace, four different Facebook accounts, Twitter, and her personal blog—titled “Garnett’s Journey”—that told “her gripping story of a young mother struggling with her beloved child’s many afflictions.” One friend described Spears as “flirting with oversharing” and wondered “why I had to see Garnett basically dying on Facebook.”

Her oversharing was effective, as in addition to her friends, Spears gained a worldwide, loyal following of sympathetic strangers eager to offer encouraging words and donations. Another friend explained that “a lot of people donated money [because] there’s a way on Facebook . . . to just directly deposit into someone’s account.” Along with monetary donations, sympathetic followers also “ended up giving her diapers, food,
toys, clothing, and all kinds of [other] things.”138 Money from the various donations seemed to be funding her entirely, as her former co-worker and friend “didn’t know how she got her money” and marveled at how this single-income mother “wasn’t living paycheck to paycheck like normal people.”139

With the constant bombardment of posts—ranging from heart-wrenching stories about Garnett asking where his deceased daddy is, to an energetic toddler Garnett playing in his toy truck, to photos of that same toddler now covered in medical tubes and gauze—social media created the perfect platform for Spears’ scheme.140 Whose heartstrings would not be tugged looking at all the suffering this sweet little boy was going through, and who would not empathize with the strength and bravery of the young, widowed mother doing her best to care for her sick beloved son?

As in Papini’s case, all the tragic events in Spears’ posts were lies. First, Spears was no widow; “Daddy Blake” was based on a man with whom she went on two dates, and the image of him on her blog was a repurposed stock photo.141 Garnett’s real father, Chris Hill, was very much alive and wanted to be in Garnett’s life early on.142 Hill was present on the day of Garnett’s birth, but Spears threatened to call the police if he did not leave and stay away.143 Second, and perhaps most horrifically, Spears fabricated all of Garnett’s medical conditions.144 She had reportedly taken Garnett to twenty different medical facilities over the course of his short life without relaying information between each doctor,145 and every time Spears was told the feeding tube was no longer medically necessary, she would either move cities or change doctors.146 In essence, Spears tortured Garnett for five years by subjecting him to unnecessary and harmful medical treatments for infections or phantom symptoms that she either created or conned physicians into diagnosing and treating.147

Both the victims and purpose of the frauds were similar in the cases of Spears and Papini. Each sought to cast the widest net possible and seek the greatest amount of attention by appealing to the general public’s sympathies. Their methods involved them portraying themselves as the most pitiful members of society: Papini played the part of an abused female victim of violent crime, and Spears took on the role of a courageous, struggling, and widowed mother of a critically ill toddler.148
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The use of the media amplified Spears’ and Papini’s reverse affinity frauds by sharing their sob stories to the general public, and they each chose the media platform most suited to their schemes. For a missing kidnap victim with no internet access, Papini took a backseat role and allowed the local and national news networks to spread her plight and galvanize the public to support her in any possible way, including the GoFundMe page. Spears took a more direct and personal approach by turning her social media accounts into her own newsroom dedicated to telling inspiring stories of her own bravery, uplifting tales of Garnett’s quest for a normal childhood, bittersweet memories of Garnett’s fictional police officer father who died in an automobile accident, and minute-by-minute updates on Garnett’s various hospital stays.\footnote{Webb & Bloom, \textit{supra} note 140.}

If Spears’ actions perfectly match the characteristics of a reverse affinity fraudster and share several similarities to Papini’s crimes, then why was she not charged with any white-collar crimes? Faking a kidnapping and a child’s ill health for attention have similar motivations and methodologies. However, the two cases are distinguished by their differences in victim severity, intent (because of Spears’ mental illness), and the government’s ability to prove a primary objective of financial fraud beyond a reasonable doubt. These factors also explain why Spears was not charged with reverse affinity fraud. But unlike Papini, besides the general sympathetic public, Spears had one victim that trumped them all: Garnett. In January 2014, her desire for attention turned deadly when she poisoned Garnett to death by pouring an equivalent of sixty-nine salt packets worth of sodium into Garnett’s feeding bags.\footnote{Devil in Suburbia: Failure to Thrive (ID Discovery broadcast Sept. 13, 2022).} At the hospital, doctors stabilized him and proclaimed the good news that Garnett could be discharged soon.\footnote{Id.; \textit{see also} Connelly, \textit{supra} note 132.} With medical personnel out of the room, Spears took Garnett to the bathroom, refilled his bag with more sodium, and returned to blogging and posting updates of Garnett’s condition while Garnett writhed in pain from the fatal swelling in his brain.\footnote{Spears Indictment, \textit{supra} note 133, at 1.}

While Spears did defraud a multitude of supporters out of money and other donations, she also killed her five-year-old son. Whereas Papini’s scheme only physically harmed herself and primarily caused financial harm to the public, Spears’ scheme not only financially harmed many people, but also primarily caused torture and death to an innocent child. Charging Spears with second-degree murder clearly took precedence over any reverse affinity fraud charges such as wire or medical fraud.\footnote{FBI Affinity Fraud, \textit{supra} note 21.} In “[f]inancial crimes based on the bonds of trust,” the primary crime and description of the scheme must be financial—not child murder.\footnote{Mother who Killed Son with Salt for Web Attention Jailed, BBC (Apr. 9, 2015), \url{https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-32226616} [https://perma.cc/CK6V-QR9C?type=image].} Spears was ultimately convicted and sentenced to twenty years in prison, five years below the minimum, because the judge considered her mental illness during sentencing.\footnote{LS4X-HQ58} ("Society secretly categorizes single mothers in gradients of respectability depending on income, race and, most important, how you became a single mother. First are widows, who receive sympathy, compassion and understanding for the tragic situation they are in beyond their control.").
Additionally, while someone who has FDIA is the quintessential example of a vulnerable fraudster, the disorder is still a mental illness.156 It is a rare condition where a parent intentionally “sickens a child to gain attention from the child’s plight.”157 While still a form of medical and child abuse, the mental state of the abuser is murkier. Her overwhelming social media posts are most likely a symptom of her illness, as they catered to “her bizarre need for attention,” as stated by Assistant District Attorney Doreen Lloyd, the prosecutor in Spears’ case.158 Proving beyond a reasonable doubt that Spears intended to financially profit off her son’s illnesses, as opposed to financial assistance as a by-product of her incessant and highly sympathetic posts, is a daunting standard to meet.

Most of the donations were unprompted by Spears. By their own initiatives, supporters would directly deposit funds or other supplies to Spears through Facebook.159 More structured fundraising campaigns were organized by friends, such as the PayPal account made for Garnett’s medical expenses during his final hospital stay and the “Garnett the Great’s Memorial” created on YouCaring.com shortly after his death.160 While the donations were largely unsolicited and were the direct result of the innocent and sympathetic public believing her fraudulent posts, Spears never hesitated to use them.161 Nevertheless, the same intent problem (the third element) that hindered the government from charging Papini with wire fraud relating to her GoFundMe donations were present in Spears’ case, because like Papini, Spears did not create the donation campaigns and thus could not have had the intent to defraud. Intent was even less clear in Spears’ case since the government would also of had the additional hurdle of overcoming Spears’ mental illness.162

**Conclusion**

As seen through the cases of Sherri Papini and Lacey Spears, reverse affinity fraudsters are a formidable and repugnant subset of affinity fraud. Benefitting financially and receiving much-sought notoriety by fabricating stories of horrific abuse and extreme tragedy, reverse affinity fraudsters exploit the sympathetic general public, divert resources and manpower from state and national agencies, and syphon funds meant for actual victims of the crimes they so meticulously imitate. Because their schemes are directly tied to the appropriation of vulnerable and sympathetic victims’ plights, the Guidelines should expand the definition of a vulnerable victim under § 3A1.1(b) to include vulnerable fraudsters, or they should create a separate section with a similar adjustment for vulnerable fraudsters.163

Until § 3A1.1(b) is expanded, or a similar adjustment is added for vulnerable fraudsters, however, the government in reverse affinity fraud cases should analogize
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vulnerable fraudsters to § 3A1.1(b) and argue that although the Guidelines do not explicitly include vulnerable fraudsters, the judge should add that adjustment, as the fraudster is able to facilitate the fraud largely due to their vulnerable victim pretense. In other words, exploitation of vulnerable victims is inherent in both affinity and reverse affinity frauds. As such, for sentencing purposes, the judge and Guidelines should treat affinity and reverse affinity fraud the same.

At the heart of both affinity and reverse affinity fraud is trust. As veteran FBI financial fraud investigator Special Agent Michael Pickett says, “trust is fine, but it does not replace due diligence.” Special Agent Pickett’s advice applies not just to members of the public but also to state and federal criminal law practitioners. Unless the scheme has already been discovered, vulnerable fraudsters are hard to detect. For example, it took investigators approximately four years to definitively believe that Papini was the perpetrator rather than the victim. This is not to say that law enforcement and practitioners should be wary of every person presenting themselves as a vulnerable victim, as the vast majority will be true victims. But if a vulnerable victim’s story starts sounding too fantastical or inconsistent, and the victim’s plight has garnered widespread social media attention that led to significant online donations, then law enforcement or state and federal prosecutors should remember to do their due diligence and take a closer look at the entire situation.

Reverse affinity fraud is particularly troubling for the government not only because of the enormous scope of victims, but also because of the challenges presented by online donations. Papini’s case shows the difficulty in proving wire fraud since the “intent to defraud” is nearly impossible to show in fundraisers benefitting the fraudster, but not those organized by the fraudster. Her case also shows the difficulty of defining misuse of funds since there is a lack of clear guidelines at the federal level. Spears’ case highlighted the issue of how to classify pure donations—those not asked for or organized by the fraudster—that would not have been made but for the fraudster’s fraudulent stories and posts.

The Guidelines and both the Papini and Spears’ cases fail to adequately account for frauds involving online giving, and with the lack of safeguards on online giving platforms and unclear criminal consequences, social media-tied donations are the perfect platform for reverse affinity fraudsters. More scholarship is needed to define proper punishments and to fill any gaps caused by variations in online giving. Whether the answer lies in platforms creating clearer policies that explain wire fraud’s relationship with online giving, or address specific circumstances in the Guidelines is immaterial, if the measure can provide clear guidance and avenues for the government to prosecute these vulnerable fraudsters and protect the public.

While impersonating an abused kidnap victim, or a struggling widow and mother of a critically ill child properly qualified both Papini and Spears as vulnerable fraudsters, these actions were not enough to charge them with reverse affinity fraud related to their fraudulent financial gains from online giving. This lack of guidance for frauds involving online giving must be remedied before copycat vulnerable fraudsters get a chance to
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perfect their schemes. Until more clear guidance is provided, the government can do its
due diligence by being aware of the legal gray area regarding online giving platforms and
being prepared to account for the funds in different ways, since wire fraud will clearly not
always be readily provable.